
OUTDOOR LIFE  AND LIFESTYLE

Nestled 40 km from Fredericton, Fredericton Junction invites
exploration with its rich history and community charm.

Discover the village's allure through a captivating museum,
scenic trails adorned with unique sculptures, covered

bridges, and the soothing sounds of waterfalls. Fishing
enthusiasts will find abundant waters, completing the perfect

blend of history and natural beauty in this hidden gem.
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The Fredericton Junction town slogan is
“We’re on the Right Track”. You can see the

Mayor’s Welcome in the town’s webpage.

DISCOVER THE FREDERICTON JUNCTION
Discover the charm of Fredericton Junction – a welcoming community known for its pleasant and comfortable living. Embrace the
small-town, rural atmosphere that comes with a range of services usually associated with larger municipalities, including a nursing
home, medical facility, school, arena, and municipally owned water and sewage system.

TOURISM DESTINATION
Discover the charm of Fredericton Junction, New Brunswick—
an inviting village weaving history, scenic trails, and
community events into a tapestry of warmth and memorable
moments.

CURRIE HOUSE MUSEUM
HALL’S ORCHARD
PETERSON ROCK
RIVERHAVEN RED BARN
ROBIN HANSON ART IN THE PARK
WHITE RAPIDS ADVENTURE TRAIL

ACTIVITIES

MYIGNITE.CASOURCES: GNB, EXPLORE NB, STATISTICS CANADA, VILLAGE OF FREDERICTON JUNCTION

DISTANCE TO OTHER CITIES

191 km to Moncton
77 km to Saint John 
38 km to Fredericton
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COME HOME WEEK
Fredericton Junction's Come Home Week: A joyous celebration
of community, reunions, and shared moments, where locals
and visitors come together for a week of festivities, traditions,
and lasting memories.

FROSTIVAL FUNCTION IN THE JUNCTION
Experience the magic of winter at Frostival in Fredericton
Junction! This enchanting event invites families and individuals
of all ages to indulge in a delightful blend of food and fun
winter games. Embrace the seasonal joy as the village comes
alive with festivities, creating cherished moments for everyone
to savor.

TRI-COUNTY COMPLEX
Visit the Tri-County Complex in the wonderful Fredericton
Junction - a refined and spacious open arena for all kinds of
family events and good hockey matches. The complex is home
to Tri-County River Cats of the New Brunswick Junior Hockey
League.

Fredericton Junction, a charming gem in New Brunswick, captivates
with its rich history, scenic trails, and vibrant community spirit. Once a

railway junction, get a chance to explore the quaint village, where
every corner tells a story, and experience the warmth and hospitality

that define this hidden treasure.

AGES 65+ TAKE UP 26.6%
OF POPULATION


